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Australia: a small slice of the fertilizer pie

Australian Urea: Middle East Imports Dominate

2014 Global consumption of urea: 161m tonnes

- China: 37%
- Middle East: 1%
- Others: 34%
- Indonesia: 6%
- India: 18%
- USA: 6%
- Brazil: 4%

Australian Urea Consumption (million tonnes)

- Production
- Middle East
- Indonesia
- China

2010: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
2011: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
2012: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
2013: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
2014: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
2015: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0

2014 and 2015 data are estimates.

Australian Phosphates: Significant domestic production

2014 Global consumption of phosphate in fertilizer: 43.7m tonnes P₂O₅:

- China: 29%
- Others: 35%
- India: 13%
- USA: 10%
- Brazil: 11%
- Australia: 7%

Australian P₂O₅ Consumption (million tonnes)

- Production
- Total Consumption
- Exports

2010: 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
2011: 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
2012: 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
2013: 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
2014: 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
2015: 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0

2014 and 2015 data are estimates.
Australia: a small slice of the fertilizer pie

Australian Potash: Canada dominate imports

2014 Global consumption of potash 33.3m tonnes K₂O
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Global fertilizer demand overview

- Continues to gradually expand
- Practically flat, hit by low crop prices in 2015
- Phenomenal growth in 2014, but subdued in 2015

Generally weak commodity prices in 2015
But fertilizers holding up okay...
2015 pricing so far...
Are prices about to slip?

Don’t expect any nearby support from grain prices
Urea: production costs lowered...

... and competition intensifies.

1. A decade of high nitrogen prices, a wide global cost arbitrage and cheap capital created a perfect environment for capacity investment.

2. Coinciding with a Chinese drive for self-sufficiency in urea. Spurred by the government China went from a net importer to the largest exporter.

3. This combination has created a dramatic expansion that has oversupplied the market and depressed pricing.
China: Govt aiming to improve efficiency
13% rebate on fertilizer sales abolished

AS of 1st September, 13% VAT rebate on sales of domestically-produced fertilizer is abolished. VAT at 13% is also extended to sales of imported fertilizer.

The effect of the VAT change on the N&P market will be less than the K market because:

a) producers can offset VAT on inputs and
b) China isn’t dependent on P imports so producers’ margins are better able to absorb the tax

Brazilian demand has fallen off a cliff...

- Fertilizer investment has been pinned on continued demand growth in Brazil
- However, farmer credit issues, inflation, low commodity prices and a rapidly devaluing BRL has seen imports fall significantly in 2015...

Jan-Aug imports...
Urea: -38% y/y
MAP: -27% y/y
MOP: -15% y/y
... recovery in India has offered some respite. But will this last?

India is particularly important for the urea & phosphate markets.
High import volumes have supported global markets in 2015.

HOWEVER, THE RUPEE IS SLIDING AND MONSOON IS FAILING IN KEY CONSUMPTION REGIONS
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Pressure to continue into 2016...

- China reform... Not going to have a major impact on their presence in the export market.
- Can Brazil turn around? The economy is in deep trouble, but agriculture provides some light at the end of the tunnel.
- How badly will the India monsoon finish. Will they turn their back to the market?

... and the impact on Australia?

- Plentiful supply in a competitive global market...
- The AUD will hurt the import dominated environment (but don’t forget the benefit to grain prices)

Source: CRU internal economics team
The what to look out for in the medium term

- We are yet to reach the bottom of overcapacity
- By 2017, incremental demand will outpace capacity growth
- This, combined with a recovery in energy markets, will provide a better price environment by the end of the decade.

- Competition between Morocco, Saudi Arabia and China in key markets
- Can India sustain its 2015 recovery and defy the doubters?
- Can Brazil turn around... A lot of suppliers are banking on it

- Prices set to dip in 2016
- Downside risk over coming 12 months. Watch South East Asian tenders closely
- Can the oligopoly remain disciplined in a tighter demand environment?

---
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Philip Sewell
Business Development Manager, Australasia
e: philip.sewell@crugroup.com

Chris Lawson
Consultant: Fertilizer demand
e: chris.lawson@crugroup.com
CRU Fertilizers

CRU Fertilizers has many years' experience in assisting clients with fertilizer projects. Our services include:

- **Fertilizer Week**: price discovery, news and analysis
- **Market Outlooks**: medium term and long term demand, supply and price forecasting
- **Cost Data Services**: reports, profiles and cost curves for the nitrogen, phosphates, potash, sulphur and sulphuric acid industries.

For much of our fertilizer work, we are able to draw on the local knowledge and expertise of our team in Beijing, Mumbai and Santiago.

For more information email marketing@crugroup.com.

---

CRU Fertilizer Week

Fertilizer Week – Introducing the New Online Service

The new online service is an invaluable tool in your day-to-day work. It gives you the latest trading prices, high level analysis, an interactive pricing tool, benchmarked email alerts and the ability to quickly and easily get a snapshot of, and quickly drill down to, the areas you’re interested in.

**Here are some of the new features:**

- Comprehensive global coverage
- You will be well prepared for your next contract negotiations with 210+ international benchmark prices updated weekly
- **Fertilizers**
- Nutrient-specific dashboards for all the main nutrients allow you to quickly find the data you need. You can chart prices for up to 2 years, convert prices into different currencies and measurements and get daily market updates, weekly market analysis and freight reports for the specific area you’re interested in.
- **International coverage**
- With offices in London, Beijing, Shanghai, Washington and Mumbai, Fertilizer Week brings you unrivalled international coverage. You can take advantage of the expertise of our editors, who provide market commentary and profile the key industry players, and have access to over 200 countries’ mining and fertilizer prices.

**Customisation**

You can tailor the new online service to suit your own business needs. You can opt to receive up to seven emails a day for sulphur, sulphate, acid, urea, ammonia, nitrate, potash, phosphates and industry news. And if you’re short on time, you can zoom in on just the information you need.

**Short term forecasts**

Plan ahead for your next contract using CRU’s short-term forecasts for urea, DAP, sulphur and sulphate. The short-term forecast gives you forecast prices over the next six months.

**Historical prices**

Each Friday you will be sent a spreadsheet containing historical prices for over 210 benchmark fertilizer prices.

www.cru.com
Fertilizers: Global leaders in fertilizer analysis

Analysis: Our Products

Global Coverage
CRU has analysts in Europe, the USA, China, India and O&I. So, no matter where you are located in the world, our global coverage will ensure you have a true understanding of what is happening in all key international fertilizer markets.

Comprehensive Initiative Coverage
CRU’s analysts work across a unique comprehensive portfolio of regular market outlooks – from price discovery, short, medium and long term forecasts through to cost reports. Bringing you great depth and breadth of coverage, you can source all your research in one place and have confidence in our numbers and approaches.

Robust and Transparent Methodology
CRU’s transparent approach to its methodology will give you the confidence you need when using our numbers in your own analysis.

Exclusive Access to Analysts
CRU’s customers can benefit from exclusive access to our analysts. You can phone them to discuss your forecasts and our insights into the markets. We can also arrange face-to-face meetings at your offices.

www.crugroup.com